
 DESCRIPTION
Control with BLUETOOTH device, supplied at 230V AC.

 OPERATION

4FA040901 CONTROL WITH BLUETOOTH PCP1293

- Press On/Off key 1. The ON LED will light up and a beep will be heard indicating that 
the BLUETOOTH has been activated and is visible. 
 
- Activate the BLUETOOTH system from your mobile device (Telephone, Tablet, iPad,…) 
and search for new device.  The name SONELCOxxxx, must appear. If any device 
requests a confirmation code, enter code: 0000

After you couple the device you can send music from your device to the control and listen 
through the installed speakers. 

The volume can be adjusted from the actual mobile device (Telephone, Tablet, iPad...). 
In addition, if you wish, you can also adjust the volume with keys 2 and 3 of module 
PCP1293. 
Keys 2 and 3 operate by steps (with short strokes) or continuously (with long stroke) An 
alert sound is heard when it reaches the maximum.

- With the module ON (ON LED on), we will briefly press the ON key and when we 
release it, we will set the MODULE to MUTE.  The ON LED will blink and the audio will 
be silenced, although it continues to play the relative song. If we press the ON key again 
and then release it, the MUTE status will be deactivated.

- With the module ON (ON LED on), if we keep key 1 (ON) pressed for at least 2 seconds, 
the control will switch off and the Bluetooth will disconnect, interrupting the link to our 
mobile device (it may take our device a few seconds, depending on the model, to reflect 
that the Bluetooth link has been interrupted).

1- ON/OFF Key 2- Volume up key 3- Volume down key

 TECHNICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Power supply voltage: 100 - 240 Vac
Maximum consumption: 540 mA
Rated output power: 1+1W RMS; Output impedance: 8 Ohm
Maximum output power: 1.5+1.5W RMS;
Distortion < 1% 
Frequency response: 80Hz-20KHz (-3dB)
Signal/Noise ratio: >55 dB 
Crosstalk 38 dB

These characteristics are given only for information.. The manufacturer reserves the right to make changes without prior notification. PCP1293/12-05-2016

- The module has Auto-reconnection. When we switch the control on and Bluetooth is 
activated, the module automatically tries to reconnect to the last device it was connected 
to, if its Bluetooth is activated. Otherwise it tries to reconnect other devices previously 
connected to, speeding up the connection to the regular user. Auto-reconnection is active 
by default, although it can be deactivated if the user prefers. 

Auto-reconnection is active by default, although it can be deactivated if the user prefers.

- To activate or deactivate Auto-reconnection, with the control off, keep keys 2 and 3 
pressed at the same time for at least 2 seconds, until the ON LED flashes, indicating that 
the reconfiguration has started. Stop pressing the keys. The module will change its Auto-
reconnection status from activated to deactivated, or vice-verse, indicating if it is activated 
by 2 flashes of the ON LED, or by 4 flashes of the ON LED if it is deactivated. The Auto-
reconnection status selected will be saved although the power supply voltage disappears.

- To know the current status of the Auto-reconnection, with the control off, press either 
key 2 or 3 for at least 1 second. The module will indicate with 2 flashes of the ON LED if 
it is activated, or 4 flashes of the ON LED if it is deactivated.

 INSTALLATION EXAMPLE  CONNECTION

TERMINALS:
L - 230 Vac Line..
N - 230 Vac neutral.

L + - Left speaker output (8 Ohm).
R + - Right speaker output (8 Ohm). 
L -  - Left speaker ground.
R -  - Right speaker ground.


